This paper investigates the factors that drove the U.S. equity market returns from 2007 to early 2010. The period was highlighted by volatile energy and commodity prices, the collapse of insurance and banking firms, extreme implied volatility and a subsequent rally in the overall market. To extract the driving factors, we decompose the returns of the S&P500 sector ETFs into statistically independent signals using independent component analysis. We find that the generated factors have interesting financial interpretations and are consistent with the major economic themes of the period. We find that there are two sets of general market betas during the period along with a dominant factor for energy and materials sector. In addition, we find that the EGARCH model which accommodates asymmetric responses between returns and volatility can plausibly fit the high levels of variance during the crash. Finally, estimated correlations dropped when commodity prices moved higher, but then spiked when the S&P500 crashed in late 2008.
Introduction
Independent component analysis (ICA) is a technique for extracting factors from a set of mixed sources of variation. It does so by maximizing the statistical independence of the components. We chose to apply ICA to data on S&P500 index sector exchange traded funds (ETF) to see if ICA could separate out key drivers of performance over the (extremely volatile) period 2007 to early 2010. A priori we did not expect the procedure to produce factors that relate back to market structure. Nevertheless, the extracted signals show commodity prices as the key driving economic signals.
Over the period 2007 through early 2010, several macroeconomic shocks hit the global economy, causing the stock market to fall over 50% from its all-time high in late 2007. In addition, implied volatilities -sometimes referred to as fear indices -spiked to levels unseen since the crash of 1987. The volatility indices of both the S&P500 3 (VIX) and Nasdaq 100 (VXN) peaked around 80 in the fall of 2009. These extreme levels imply an expectation of daily volatility of around 5% for a full month hence. 4 By comparison, the VIX was around 12 (a daily volatility of .75%) at the beginning of 2007, and by the end of February 2010 had dropped back to near 20 (a daily volatility of 1.25%).
During this period, commodity prices were also highly volatile relative to their historical levels. In this paper we also attempt to fit general autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models utilizing these ICA factors to replicate the volatility of the period. We find that the standard GARCH(1,1) cannot fit the variances without parameters that imply unstable variance processes. However, Nelson (1991) asymmetric exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model does fit the fac-tor variances while still providing finite stationary estimates. Using the EGARCH estimates for each factor, we are able to estimate the sector volatilities as well as the correlations between the sectors during the sample period.
The remainder of this paper is organized into five sections. The first section provides an overview of the ICA technique. The second describes the various GARCH processes. The third section, presents the empirical data used in the study. The fourth section presents fitting results. The fifth section concludes.
Independent component analysis
ICA is a method of extracting factors from sources of variation that are linearly mixed, as in blind signal separation. Unlike principal component analysis (PCA), which only removes correlations in a data set, ICA finds factors by maximizing the statistical independence of the components. 5 Through this process it produces a mixing matrix which allows the factors to be recombined to reproduce the observed signals.
For our analysis the observed signals are the log returns of the sector ETFs -namely, the Select Sector SPDRs (SSSs) -of the S&P500. To extract the statistical factors that explain the signal variations, ICA requires no information about the factors themselves, only requiring that at most one of the sources be Gaussian, and that at least as many mixed (observed) signals as factors exist. We limit ourselves to using fewer factors than sectors to focus on the main factors of the period. Further, because we are using daily frequency equity returns, our factors should meet ICA's nonGaussianity requirements (see Mandelbrot (1963 ) or Fama (1965 for early papers rejecting the Gaussian hypothesis).
We assume that the set of multivariate signals y i (t), i = 1, 2, . . ., n are generated by a linear mixture of factors which we denote s i (t). In matrix notation, at each t we have:
Here y(t) is the set of observed signals at time t, A is the assumed static mixing matrix, and s(t) is the set of factors at time t. Given that we have collected the time series of y i 's, the goal is to un-mix the time series of signals along with estimating the mixing matrix, so that:
If we attempt to estimate all the source signals, then the W and A matrices will be [n × n] where n is the original number of observed multivariate signals. The goal is to have x(t) be close to s(t) and, if it is done perfectly, then A = W −1 . In our case we will be seeking a subset of the factors, so the estimated W and x(t)'s will be chosen so as to maximize the explained variance of the observed signals y(t).
There are two points of ambiguity in ICA. First, given the set up presented in (1) and (2), the factors generated have no ordering information. In execution, this does not usually present a problem. Second, ICA is not capable of determining the variances of the independent components. This is because, for estimation purposes, both the variances of the factors and the elements of the mixing matrix are unknown. For any factor one could multiply it 5 The variables y1 and y2 are independent if there is no information in the value of y1 that gives any information on the value of y2, and vice versa. This definition extends naturally for any number n of random variables, in which case the joint density must be a product of n terms. Let p(y1, y2) be the joint probability density function (pdf) of y1 and y2 and, and let p1(y1) and p2(y2) be the marginal pdfs of y1 and y2 respectively. Then y1 and y2 are independent if and only if the joint pdf can be expressed as: p(y1, y2) = p1(y1) · p2(y2).
by a scalar, divide its associated column by that same scalar, and end up with the same observed signals. Thus, most ICA signals produced by the estimation algorithms will have their variances set to one, and rely on the mixing matrix to control the absolute levels of variance (for more detailed explanations of ICA, see Hyvärinen, Karhunen, & Erkki (2001) and Stone (2004)).
To estimate the ICA factors and the mixing matrix, we use the FastICA algorithm (see Hyvärinen (1999) or Hyvärinen and Oja (2000)). FastICA first centers the data and then whitens it. Thus, the observed signals are linearly transformed into a new set of signals whose components are uncorrelated and their variances equal to one. This is done by projecting the data onto its principal component directions. 6 Next, the algorithm attempts to find both the un-mixing matrix and factor signals by maximizing the negentropy 7 approximation along with other constraints. By maximizing estimated negentropy, we maximize the non-Gaussianity of the factors. As noted by Hyvärinen and Oja, by optimizing the nonGasussiantity, the algorithm will find the statistically independent factors and weighting matrix that correspond to the solution of the ICA problem. There are other algorithms for ICA estimation and we do not investigate the difference between them when applied to our data set, but García-Ferrer, González-Prieto, and Peña (2008) showed that the FastICA method works well with financial and artificial data.
For our tests, the log cosh function is used for the estimation of negentropy where ˛ = 1:
ICA has only been developed in the last twenty years with some of the estimation procedures only being developed in the last ten years. However, there have been some studies that have used ICA to study multivariate time series in finance and economics. For early examples, see Back and Weigend (1997) , Kiviluoto and Oja (1998), and Cha and Chan (2000) . In addition, there has been some recent work using ICA combined with stochastic volatility or GARCH models. At times, the term ICA-GARCH has been applied to differentiate it from other multivariate GARCH methods. (For example, see and García-Ferrer et al. (2008) and Xu and Wirjanto (2009) 
While ICA does make a number of strong assumptions (such as the static mixing matrix and independent driving factors), which may be invalid in an economic setting, the method has been used with success in some other financial studies. Wu, Yu, & Li (2006) find ICA-GARCH outperforms similar methods in Valueat-Risk estimations. In addition, Chen, Härdle, & Spokoiny (2010) find that using ICA factors combined with adaptively fitted generalized hyperbolic distributions provides accurate Value-at-Risk estimates. While neither of the two papers mentioned is concerned with the economic interpretation of the independent factors or the modeling of stochastic (asymmetric) volatilities or correlations per se, the fact that each paper successfully uses ICA for factor extraction for risk management purposes lends support to our use of ICA for this volatile market period.
Other methods have been proposed for modeling the volatility of multivariate time series. The Diagonal-Vech model (Bollerslev, 
